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Which One of these heroes...

... Will BETRAY the Task Force?
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In the City of Heroes, masked and caped heroes are seen as the tireless protectors of the helpless. In
the eyes of law enforcement, though, they will always be seen as vigilantes and criminals, no different
than the evil that they fight.
But when power corrupts the men and women of law enforcement, these vigilantes are all that prevent
the city from falling into a fascist police state. Now they must stand together and fight for justice.

Cardinal Syn’s task force has finally made its stand against the corrupt
officers of the Blue Dog Squad, making it clear to the bad cops that they
will not be tolerated anymore.
In addition, the mysterious Warshade known as Sundown has offered his
assistance to Cardinal Syn, having revealed his role in helping bring down
the first incarnation of the Blue Dogs.
But this incarnation of the Blue Dogs will not go down easily, and Deputy
Chief Wield is doing everything he can to make sure that Syn’s Task Force is
shut down and its members arrested.
At the same time, freelance blogger Mighty Marvin has revealed to the
world that the police are secretly keeping the charred body of street
vigilante Jason Knight in their morgue.
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Welcome back. You’re
watching the P-N-N
Afternoon news.

The shocking accusation
made by freelance blogger
Mighty Marvin that
accused cop-killer and
street vigilante Jason
Knight is, in fact, dead
and is being secretly held
in the police morgue.

I’m Robin Steed, and we
are continuing coverage
of the story that just
broke a few hours ago.

BREAKING NEWS: JASON KNIGHT REPORTED DEAD
For more on this,
we are being
joined by Ryder
Lightning, the
leader of the
guardians of the
Dawn hero group
that Jason was a
member of.

Good afternoon
Robin.
And I must first
correct you on
something.

Ryder Lightning

JASON KNIGHT DEAD
While it is true
that Jason Knight
was a longtime
member of the
Guardians, he did
tender his
resignation with
our group several
months ago.

Having said
that... I have
known Jason for
a long time...
And it pains me
to think that he
would be treated
this way by any
branch of law
enforcement.

JASON KNIGHT DEAD

Guardians of the Dawn Leader

So you believe
what Mighty
Marvin posted in
his blog... That
your friend and
former teammate
was killed and
that the police
have his body?

JASON KNIGHT DEAD

Right now all we
have is a blogger’s
word and some
photos.
We’ve requested
that the body be
tested to see if in
fact it is Jason’s.

Accusation by mighty marv
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Above the Architect
Entertainment building
Kings Row, Paragon City, rI

“Until that happens,
we cannot give any
kind of statement
concerning Jason
Knight’s situation.”

“Level Thirteen”
(aka The Knight’s Lair)

Damnit...
ALERT! ALERT!
Energy surge
approaching
the building!

Cassandra Dare
Aka Cardinal Syn

I SAID
IS IT
TRUE?

Daybright
(Grace Fellows)

Grace... You need
to power down.
Those police
drones out there
can read your
energy signature
from inside this
building... Which
is supposed to be
shut down.

Is it true?
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Is it true?
Is he...?

Grace Fellows
Aka Daybright

Sentry...

You know
that I can’t
tell you,
even if he is.

Is it true?

I am
incapable
of lying to
you, Miss
Grace.

I am sorry.
Jason Knight
is dead.

No...
Nononononono....
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Grace...

He’s always
surrounding
himself in
mystery, not
wanting us to
know if anything
about him is real.

Grace, I’m sorry.
You know Jason
about as much
as I do.

He asked that I
not tell anyone
that he’s dead.
Including you.

I want to race up
that hill and go
through every cop
until I find out
who killed him.
But I can’t.
You don’t
know how
much this
tears me
up inside.

I have to
convince
myself that
he’s still
alive. That
he’s just in
hiding,
watching
from afar.

Because then it
would be about
him, and he
wouldn’t want it
to be that way.

*sniff*... I wish it could.

I don’t know
if that helps
you any...

Jason and I have something
in common... We both died and
came back to life changed.*
Mine... *sniff*... To a more
extreme degree than his.

I thought that maybe
the fact that I died
already would make
it hurt less... *sniff*
(* Daybright’s story was told in “Guardians
of the Dawn Spotlight” #12 and 13)

Then let’s make
what Jason was
mean something.
I have his task
force working on
shutting down the
Blue Dogs.

But it doesn’t.

When the
time is
right, can
I count on
your help?

But I will have
something I will
need your help on.
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For Jason...
Absolutely.

Skyway City

Salome?
What are...?
It amazes me
how you can
find beauty
in such an
eyesore.

How did...?

Alison Kane
Aka Ally Kazam

Very astute, Alison.

Wait... You’re
not really here,
are you?

Yes, I’m still at the
almenzel...

You’re using a
mind-spell
projection.

But that doesn't
mean I can’t be
there at a moment’s
notice if I have to.

Salome
Original Mind-Dancer

Never forget
that I am always
watching my
students from
afar. Always.

That sounds like a
warning, Salome.
I have been careful
with how I use my
gifts.

How is it that no
matter how many
centuries that I’ve
shared what I know,
my students always
say the same thing?

My dear, you all say
that you're careful,
even when you’re not.

ESPECIALLY when
you’re not.

Doing magic tricks and
the occasional favor
for a friend is one
thing.
But this task force that
you’re involved with...
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I’ve seen what the police
have done, Salome.

I remember the stories
you told of your
younger years when
you would stand up to
men like that.

They tried to kill a catgirl for no other reason
than because she went to
defend a helpless woman.*

Especially the ones
that hated cats.

They prey on the weak and
helpless like vultures.

(* “Furia and the
Guardians” #12 and 13)

And you’ll remember
that I also said that
I was almost burned
at the stake for doing
that!

But that doesn’t
mean we can’t try to
stop the next one
from getting away
with his crimes.

Torquemada still
laughs in hell over
what he got away with.

Hmmm...

Have some trust
in me, Salome.
Let me show you
how well you’ve
trained me.

If I suspect even
for an instant
these people will
threaten me and
my students, I
will not hesitate
to do to this
city what I once
did to Roanoke.

I’ll still be
watching.
And, understand
this, Alison...
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Cardiff, Wales, UK

Was just wrapping
up a security
conference with
Vanguard when the
local news made
the announcement
that an “ally” was
reported dead.

So do you think
it’s for real?
Do you think
Jason is dead?

Kent Poderes
Aka Icon Powers (Retired)

We’ve been down
this road a few
times before, Kent.

And I take it the
police aren’t
giving up the
body or running
genetic testing
to verify it’s him.

I won’t believe it
until I see the
body and get the
DNA confirmation.

Prof. Bart Wallace
Aka Ryder Lightning

Given the reported
condition of the
body, I don’t think
they would even
want it to be
released to anyone.

Okay, then make
some calls and
force the issue.
You’ve got
federal authority
as a supergroup.

And if they knew for
certain it was him,
I think they’d be
boasting about it.

Have your friends
push the police
to give up the
body for tests.

It’s not that simple.

And, I hate to say
it, old friend...

I just told the
world that Jason
was a lone wolf, so
we can’t claim the
body without
saying he was still
a Guardian.

But I don’t think we
have any friends in
the federal
government any
more.
Especially given
who is in charge
of the heroes here.
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City Hall, Atlas Park

“I am going to make
this as painfully
simple as I can, okay?”

“If you say so.”

“I am the director of the United
States Hero Authority, which
replaced the Federal bureau for
Superpowered affairs.”

“I was appointed by Donald
Trump, the President of the
United States, and confirmed
by the United States Senate.”

“In other words, I am in charge
of all superhero activities in
the United States.”

“If that’s what you
think it means.”

I have been told by the
various federal
departments here that you
are the sole person in
charge of all of the
registration information
for the heroes and the
supergroups in this city.

I am ordering you
to make that
information
available to the
Deputy Police
Chief immediately.

Director Darren Burgess
Department of Superhuman Activities
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Fine. You’re fired.
No.

Pack your things
and be out of here
in five minutes or
I’ll have you
arrested.

Brighid Moreira
City Representative

I don’t work for you,
Mister Burgess, or
for your boss in the
White house by way of
Mar-a-Lago.

... But, make no
mistake Mister
Burgess...

I work for Paragon
City.

Up here, you are
in MY domain.

You may control the
people in those
departments
downstairs...

And you don’t get
to tell me how to
do my job.

You want to play it
that way? Fine.
All I have to do is
make one phone call
to the President and
he’ll get the mayor
to fire your bony
ass so fast your
hemorrhoids will
have burn marks.

And as soon as you’re
out that door, I’ll have
your replacement follow
my orders and make that
information available
to anyone I choose.
Oh, and good luck
getting a new job or
filing for unemployment
benefits afterward.
I’ll see to it that’s all
blocked just for laughs.
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Go ahead.

You’ll both find
out that I have
much better
friends than you
do in this city.

Make that call.

Hell, have the
President come
up here himself
from Mar-ALago.

And not all of
them need to wear
a mask and cape
to ruin your day.

I believe you
know the way
out, Mister
Burgess.

I’m a little
busy. Please
schedule an
appointment
with my office.

Excuse me...
Director
Burgess?

My name is Chris
Jenkins. I’m an
attorney in this
city, and I think I
might be able to
help you.

I happen to know
one of the heroes
that I think was
involved in the
scuffle with the
police the other
night.
Is that worth a few
minutes of your
precious time?

Chris Jenkins
Attorney-at-law
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Hours Later...

Anonymous call
said to check the
parking deck.

Bastard’s still
breathing.

That’s when I found
him like this.

Hero ID on the
waistband says
he’s Hawkthorne.
Whoever did this
to him pretty much
ended his career.

He’s never going
to fly again.

Well, I was told
to give you a
call, Yindell.

Not with those
wings.

Guess you can
tell the Deputy
chief that our
boys have upped
their game on
the vigilantes.
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“The Cop Shack” - Kings Row

The Bar just down the
street from Police
headquarters.

What the hell
are you doing
here, Cade?

Deputy Chief Thomas Wield
Paragon City Police

You were told to
keep a low profile.

Just enjoying
a drink with
my friends.

This doesn’t look
like keeping a “low
profile”.

Bill McCade
Ex-cop

After what happened
to Lawdog? Screw
that!

What happened
to Lawdog
was... Sad.

I stay with my
friends and I get
to keep breathing.

But if you’re
caught still
operating in
this city...

You mean from
Cardinal Syn and
her little gang
of vigilantes?

I happen know one of those
vigilantes quite well.

Oh I wouldn’t
worry about what
they can do...

And I have a surprise for
her and her little friends
later tonight that they will
never forget!
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Let me be crystal
clear on this
matter:

But I will also
make their real
names and home
addresses a
matter of public
knowledge like
any other
criminal.

Not only will I
revoke the hero
credentials of any
hero operating in
Kings Row...

Burgess Gets Tough on heroes

Atlas Park - Earlier Today

Legal experts vary on
their opinion on
whether Director
Burgess’s threat is
legal under current
statues, but they are
all in agreement that
it would cause
irreparable harm to
any hero exposed.

Burgess Actions Illegal?

P-N-N has tried
numerous times to
reach Chief
Morton Clayton
to get a comment
on the recent
events, but we have
been told that he
is unavailable at
this time.

Faith Nottingham - Late News
Task Force Base - Kings Row

Is it my
imagination or
did she go out of
her way to tell us
something?

Good observation,
KDave.
You’re right.
Nobody knows where
Chief Clayton is.

KDave

Cardinal Syn

(Phil Ski)

(Cassandra Dare)

He’s been the biggest ally
of the hero community
since he took over from
Chief Bochco in 2007,
and nobody outside the
police department has
seen him in the past two
years.

I have someone working
on finding Chief
Clayton even as I speak.
Meanwhile, we need to
step up our own
investigation of the
Blue Dogs... And I mean
more than just
breaking up their
shakedown raids.

Coincidentally that’s
when the Blue Dogs
started coming back.
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I need you to look
into the groups
and businesses
that the Dogs have
been hitting.

Elite... I’m
told that
you do good
background
research.

Who owns them and
who’s been asking
about them.

Elite Ice Queen
(Cynthia Di Ghiaccio)

There’s something
else I need to say
before we go out
there tonight...
You’ve all heard
the news reports
of Jason Knight
being dead.
I’m not going to
speculate on
whether it’s true.

Because the truth
is that it doesn’t
matter.
Jason Knight may
have set up this
task force... But it
really isn’t his.
It’s ours.

Ally Kazam
(Alison Kane)

“It’s our
responsibility
to take down
the Blue Dogs
and bring them
to justice.”

“Not for us...
Not even for
Jason...”

“But for the people
of this city who
need to be
protected from a
system that preys
on them.”

Streetangel
(Karen Manning)

Artema
(Persia Theron)

“And as long as we
keep fighting for
those people...

Enough
said.

... Then, even if
Jason is dead,
everything that he
represented will
live on through us.”

Hard Justice
(Martin Keys)
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Let’s get out
there and
remind the
Dogs why this
is called the
“City of Heroes”

18
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An hour later...

Is it me...?

*OOF!*

Not your
imagination.

... Or does it seem
like there are
more blue dogs
than before?

These are the
backup dogs...

Gang members
dressed up as
Blue Dogs.
They’re keeping
us busy so the
real bad cops
can make their
escape.

That doesn’t
make them
immune to
my powers.

Okay...
Cuz I
thought
it was
just me.

*YAAAA!!*
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All dogs, this
is Black Dog
One... You can
pull back now.

Well, well... If it
isn’t little Miss
Streetangel...

“Black Dog One”
(Bill McCade)

Syn!
McCade
is here!

Ally!
Streetangel is
in trouble!

He’s here!

You think I
wouldn’t know
you just
because you’re
not dressing
up like a
hooker?

Newsflash,
Little Miss
Streetangel...

Please...
Just... Just
go away...

This is

MY city.

These are
dogs!

MY

So now you’re going
to tell me what I need
to know.
You’re going to tell
me, or else I’m going
to finish where we
last left off.*

I’ll drag you out
in the middle of
the street...
...Stripped
naked like the
slut that you
are!

(* “Furia and the Guardians” #23)
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N-No...

Are you
okay?

Streetangel!

Did he
hurt you?

Streetangel?

“He’s”
disappointed.
You left your
little girl out
unattended.

He’s...
He’s...

You never know
what sort of
creeps are out
here at night.

Why don’t you
come a little
closer so I
can show you
how I deal
with creeps?

Good thing I
was in the area.

Oh you and I will
have our dance
real soon...
Count on it.

I’m just here to
remind you that
I’m still here,
and that we
always win!

Always!
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“You’re listening
to the midnight
news on P-n-N
Radio...”

“It is believed the fire is
contained to the top
level of the Kingsport
Building which was being
used for a homeless aid
organization.”

“Our top story... Fire
crews are still fighting
a three-alarm blaze in
Kings Row.”

“The fire reportedly started
as police were busy with
renegade vigilantes just
two blocks away.”

I was just as
surprised as
you were to
hear that.

What the hell
happened, Syn?

I thought he
would keep low
after he was
forced off the
force.

What the hell
is McCade
doing back?

Right, and now he’s
back, and he’s
wearing his own
Blue Dog costume,
along with a bunch
of other punks.

No! We’re not there yet.
The fact that McCade is
taking an active part
now and they’ve brought
in the gangs as fodder
means they’re worried.

It’s about time
that we
escalated this.

They want us to
act like thugs
instead of
heroes so they
can justify
going after us.

Yeah... Well...
It BETTER be
real soon.

When we up the
tactics, it’ll be
when it’s right.

That’s all I’m
saying.

And, believe me,
you’ll know it.
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How is she
doing?

She’s a mess.

I know...
I know...

McCade inflicted
some serious
trauma on her in
the past, and it’s
hard for her to
get beyond that.

But we need her
to pull this
next phase off.

If this goes
wrong, she won’t
be the only one
that is lost.

Mystical
telepathy is not
miracle work.
You know how
fragile the
mind can be.

Jason’s notes
said that it would
only be a matter
of time before the
Dogs would start
going after us
individually.

If this goes
wrong... then
We’ll lose her
forever.

I’ll see what
I can do to
help her.

And they already
started with her.
Divide and
conquer.
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The next morning...

I’m sorry,
sir...

But there’s
nothing the
Psi-divsion
can do to
undo the
damage.

If this was the
work of a regular
telepath, then it
would be no
problem.

You mean to tell
me that even you
can’t reverse
their trauma and
amnesia?

Erased? Like
those old
magnetic tape
cassettes?
What kind of
telepath could
do that?

But... We’re not
talking about
memory blocks...
We’re talking
memories being
completely erased.

Not a normal
telepath... One
that was born a
mutant.

You are supposed
to be the best
telepaths in the
whole city.

Mystical
telepaths?

Look into
that and
let me
know what
you find.

But I’ve heard of
a mystical form
of telepathy.

Five more cops are
disabled, McCade.
Claustrophobic
about wearing
helmets and they
have no memory
whatsoever of who
those heroes are.

You have...?
And you can
guarantee it?
That is the best
thing you’ve told
me all week.

Whatever it is
that you--
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Karen Manning’s Apartment - atlas Park

Karen?

I’ll be right
there, I just
got out of
the shower.

Fiona Poderes
Aka Furia Powers

I’d offer you some
coffee... But I think
the only stuff I have
is a little cold.

That’s okay... I’m
still on those new
health smoothies
Faith* suggested.
Cripes, how long
has that food
been sitting out
on the table?
(* Faith Karl, aka Galatea Powers,
Fiona’s otherworld sister who is
also seriously into smoothies.)

Hi.
Sorry...

This task
force
thing, it’s
really...

... Well, I’m sure
you know what
it’s like, right?
Long nights
and stuff.

Karen Manning
Aka Streetangel

Not like
this.

Actually, the only
long nights I did
was working for
the resistance.*

Jesus, even
the worst
of it wasn’t
like...

But... This should
be old hat for
you, right? Being
a decoy agent?

(* Fiona was born in the
dystopian Praetorian
universe.)
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Karen?

All the time when I
was in Praetoria.
Fi... Did you ever
do something you
really hated to
do but... you still
had to do it?

As a public hero
for the Powers
Division, I had to
watch people I knew
in the Resistance be
taken away and even
executed.
And I couldn't do a
thing to stop it.

Because you
couldn’t, for
fear you’d be
exposed?

Sometimes.
And sometimes
it was because
they needed to
make the
sacrifice for
something
greater.

Karen, I’m
surprised
you’re asking
me this...

There were people
who gave
themselves up so
survivors from
First Ward could be
brought over
without being shot.

God I wish I could...

No... I... I just need a
few hours with a
friend to get my mind
off this Task Force
stuff, okay?

Is... Is there
something
you want to
talk about?

No capes, no masks...
Just... Normalcy.

Back at the Knight’s Lair...
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Later...

My partner has
never seen what
we do in Kings
Row at night.

Get up.
Come on!

Goddamned
bastards...
They’re doing it
out in the open
now!

Hey!

You’re
messing with
the wrong
cops, boy!

Leave that
woman
alone!

You don’t
“Boy” me, you
tin Badge
racist!
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*OOF!*

Get back!
Or I swear...

*UNNH!*

GIT’EM!

Officer down!
Backup! Backup!

Stop
him!

He’s got
body
armor!

*OOF!*

Hurt me? Are you
kidding?

You okay?

You just took out a
whole bunch of cops!

Did they
hurt you?

In broad daylight!
You know you just
put a target on your
back now. Every cop
in the city will be
going after you!
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*UNH!*

The brazen
attack on our
decorated and
respected law
enforcers by
any so-called
“hero” will not
be tolerated.

I promise you,
this “Hard
Justice” vigilante
will be brought
to our justice
and will face hard
time in prison!

Deputy Chief Thomas Wield

Condemning Vigilante Attack

In other related news, a
spokeswoman for the
supergroup Justice
Kitties has accused the
police department of
“Hero-Shaming” two of
their catgirl members.

According to their
complaint, the two
registered heroes were
operating in Skyway City
when they were accosted by
police officers wearing,
quote, “dog-like helmets”.

PNN Late News With Faith Nottingham
Later that night...

I knew you’d
come... Though
there’s a part
of me that
wishes you
didn’t.

24 Hours Ago...

442, “The Quad”
in Atlas Park...

Oh I don’t have to
humiliate you here,
Karen.

Building “D”.

I know who you really
are... And where you
really live.
That was all part of
that complaint you
had to file to bring
charges against me.*

(* “Furia and the guardians” #24)
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I’ve been to your
place. Looks
really nice.

Of course, I don’t have
to get you at your home.

ANY-THING.

I can just send the cops
there to pick you up as a
wanted criminal.

No... Please...
No...

The cops have these
nice quiet places where
we can do anything we
want to get people like
you to talk.

Tell you what... I’m
going to be a nice Dog
and give you a choice.

Either way... I’ll
get what I want.

You meet me back here in
twenty-four hours and
give me the real name of
your leader.
Or I’ll have my brothers
in blue pick you up and
then I’ll come to visit.

Three... Threethirteen
Axelrod Drive
in Skyway
City...

Well?
Who gets my
personal
attention?

Ask for
Cassandra
Dare.

See? Wasn’t so
hard, was it?
And now I get to
be the hero and
you get to be
left alone.
For now, anyway.
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City Hall - Atlas Park

City Records Office

The Next Morning...

Remind me
again why
we’re doing
it this way.

Because we need
to get hard
evidence to
make a case.

Or, at least I’m
in civilian
clothes.
You’re wearing...
What, “Space
shuttle chic”?

No, I mean why
are we doing
this in civilian
clothes?

Persia Theron
Aka Artema

I spent my formative
years in a coven-state
separated from the
rest of the world.

And I’ve learned
from experience
that it’s better to
follow the paper
trail in civilian
clothes than
dressed up in our
hero guises.

We don’t exactly keep
up with fashion.

Now, are you
going to help me
or not?

Cynthia Di Ghiaccio
Aka Elite Ice Queen

Why? You’re supposedly
the best at everything
you do.
So, you show me how
you’re the best at this.

If you want to do it
that way, fine.
You get to pay for
lunch. My “space
shuttle chic” doesn't
come with pockets.
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Cassandra Dare’s Apartment
Axelrod Drive - Skyway City

Yes.

Cassandra
Dare?

Ma’am, will you
please come
with me?
We have a few
questions we
need answered.

...
Of course.

Here we go...
You better be
right about
this, Cass.
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“You’re listening
to P-N-N Radio...”

“In related news, the website
‘The Real Paragon City’ is
claiming that the police are
holding back a report that
absolves accused vigilante
Jason Knight of murdering
a corrupt police officer.”

“Deputy Police Chief
Thomas Wield has not
confirmed that they
have alleged vigilante
leader Cardinal Syn
in custody.”

“Website owner Mighty
Marvin says that the
autopsy report on
Benjamin ‘Bear’ Lawton
clears Jason Knight of
his brutal murder.”

“He did, however, say
that he expects a
major announcement
concerning recent
attacks on police
officers in the next
few days.”

“Citing anonymous
sources, Mighty Marvin
said that the size and
weight needed to kill
Lawton was significantly
larger than someone of
Jason Knight’s size.”

WELCOME.
This unit is
called sentry.
Standing ready
to assist.

Next:
It is always
darkest...
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Words of wisdom from writer and creator David 2.

United Nations Vanguard
Planetary Security And Superhuman Oversight
HELM Division
Subject: Mind-Dancers (Mystical Telepathy)
WARNING: Restricted to high-level clearance!
The ability to read minds is something that is commonly thought of as a form of human mutation. A
telepath, or a person possessing the ability to read and/or manipulate the minds of others, is normally
born with this ability and spontaneously activates when they are in their early years. This ability is
always active, and the telepath has to learn how to filter out or limit themselves in order to stay sane.
However, there is another form of telepathy that has been working in secret for several centuries.
One that is based in mysticism instead of mutation.
The practitioners refer to this power as “mind-dancing”, so named after the first known person to
perfect the mystical art and teach it to the few that can master it.
According to Azuria, Director of the Mystical Arcane Guild of Investigation (M.A.G.I.), minddancers are a rare mystical form of telepathy that allows a person to use magic to interact with and
adjust the minds of others. While similar in nature to mutant-based telepathy, there are distinct
differences between telepaths and mind-dancers.
It is important to note that while mind-dancers and telepaths are both given this ability on birth,
telepaths have their ability on at all times, while mind-dancers must learn to “activate” and
“deactivate” their power.
The potential mind-dancer is often unaware that they have this “gift”. They first realize that they are
somehow able to “convince” people to see or think things a certain way, or they are seemingly
“intuitive” about what someone is about to say or do. They mistakenly attribute this to precognition
or hypnosis. In truth, what these potential mind-dancers are doing is creating a simple mind spell
that links their mind with another.
Azuria says that most people with this “gift” will never develop it further. They will continue to use
this simple and inane form of mind spells without ever taking advantage of it or even being aware
that they could do more with it.
However, under the instruction of someone skilled in mind-dancing, that potential can learn how to
do more with the mind spell than even experienced telepaths can handle.
Mind spells differ from normal telepathy in many ways. Mind spells are not limited in distance. The
connections made by the mind spells can last until the mind-dancer consciously severs them. The
person subjected to the mind spell doesn’t even have to be in the same area as the one casting it.
There can be a “connecting mind” that links them together, often through a recent or traumatic
memory.
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Connected minds can communicate with each other, either passively through images or actively
through a mental projection sometimes mistaken as a hallucination or delusion. Connected minds
can also share experiences, being able to tap into a person’s memories. This kind of connection
can potentially be used to treat trauma and phobias.
The most dangerous parts of the mind spell, however, make the mind-dancer formidable. Much
like telepathy, a mind spell can erase memories or block them. They can introduce phobias and
traumatic events into a subject’s minds. They can even block or alter memories when done right.
There are ways to block a mind spell or bar against it. Magic is often the best way. A minddancer can introduce a block against other mind spells. Strong emotions like hate and anger and
rage can also block a mind spell for a very limited time.
Azuria says that mind-dancers have operated for centuries in
secret, partially because of the experiences of the first of the
mind-dancers, Salome, who was born sometime in the 1300’s
during the Ottoman Empire, in what would be known today as
Syria, and was the one the reportedly perfected the art of
mystical telepathy, which she called “mind-dancing”.
According to rumors that Azuria can neither confirm or deny,
Salome has been able live for centuries through her mind spells
in ways that could be considered unethical in the mystical world.
Whether she lives on through other bodies or because she can somehow use her skills to prevent
aging or prolong her life, Salome has spent her extensive life finding others with the potential to
become mind-dancers and trained them how to properly use their gift. She also trains them to
keep what they know a secret, although there have been a few exceptions, which is how Azuria
knows of their existence.
Salome should not be taken lightly. She has been reportedly connected to the disappearance of
the Roanoke colony in 1587. Considering the time it would take to travel from the Middle East to
North America in that era, this should give you some measure of the devastating power that a fully
-trained mind-dancer can utilize when necessary.

Cardinal Syn is in custody.
Hard Justice has gone rogue.
Things seem pretty bleak for
the Task Force.
Will The Blue Dogs prevail?
And *who* just arrived?
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